
MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT QBERWOLFACH

Tag u n g 5 b e r ich t

Risikotheorie

20.9. bis 26.9.1987

42/1987

Die Tagung fand unter der Leitung von Herrn H. Bühlmann (Z üric h) und Herrn
\V.S. Jewell (Berkeley) statt.

47 \Vissenschaftler und Praktiker aus den '':ereinigten Staaten. Kanada und aU$

zehn europäischen Ländern präsentierten und diskutierten 36 \Torträge mit fol
genden Themensch~·erpunkten:a) Ruintheorie und Gesamt.schadenyerteilung~

b) Credibility Theorie~ c) Risikotheorie in ökonomischem Umfeld (financing.),
und d) Modellbildung für aktuelle praktische Probleme.

Im Vordergrund stand die \Veiterentwicklung mathemat.ischer !vlodelle und
Theorien der Risikotheorie. Zu Thema a) wurden neuE" Identitäten, Approxi
mationen und Algorithmen vorgestellt. in b) 'wurden Probleme der Parametri
sierung und Parameterschätzung untersucht. \Torträge zum Thema c) behan
delten mathematische Modelle für den Kapitalprozeß~ in denen die V'erzinsung
der freien Reserve berücksichtigt \\ird.

Während der Tagung \\'urde die enge Verbindung zwischen Risikotheorie und
Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie/Theorie der stoc.hastischen Prozesse beziehungswei
se zwischen Risikotheorie und mathematischer Statistik verdeutlicht~ so\\'ohl in
den \'orträgen wie auch in den Diskussionen. Probleme der Mathematisierung
klassischer praktischer Aufgabenstellungen wurden nicht mehr diskutiert.

Die Vorträge enthielten eine Fülle interessanter .-\nregungen und zum Teil
wesentliche neue Entwicklungen in der Risikotheorie. Hierdurch kam es zu
lebhaftem ~1einungsaustauscbauch außerhalb des Vortragsprogrammes.
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F. ABIKHALIL

Parameter's estimating für praetieal cases in finance and risk theory

\Ve give a mathematical model which generalizes the classical approach of com-
o pound interest and overe-ome the time structure problem of interest rate. A

comparison is made with a risk model in :which the premium ineome is a "per
turbed experience rating". For both eases we give a method to estimate the
parameters of the models.

PH.ARTZNER~F.DELBAEN

Martingale approach for interest risk

We use Harrison-Kreps' model für pricing financiaJ assets to construct a model
with two financial assets: 1: "savings" aceount earning continuous, stochastic
interest rate (Tu)u; 2: adefault free zero· cupon bond with price P(t, T) where
T is maturity date and 0 ~ t :5 T. As in Harrison-Kreps we define self-financing
strategies and no arbitrage opportunities. A market system constructed with
these two assets is viable if and only if there is a,n equivalent martingale measure
Q such that P(t,T) exp(- J; Tudu) is a Q martingale. We speeify the theorem
in ease where the process is adapted to a Brownian u-field. Conditions are
given to have that P(t, Tl only depends on Tt and not on the hiBtory of (Tu)tJ~t.

In the" case where (Tu)u>O is a diffusion process we rediscover ,rasicek(1977)
equation. We also show that in this case the martingale measure Q is unique!
One of the technical difficulties to solve is: given d..Yu = Audu + "'u"dBu, hov.'
can we recover (Au}u>o from (Xu)u>o. \Ve also give conditions to insure that
p.xp(J~ rudu) E LP for-all p ~ 1 and ~l t· ~ o.

P.L. BROCI\.ETT

!vfixed exponential utility functions and the quantification uf risk preferell(~e

\Ve define a class üf utility functions (Aoo ) whose derivatives alterna.te in sign.
These are c.ompletely monot.one~ alld hence are the Laplace Transformation

•
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l)f ~Ollie mf~aSUre Il. mixin~ on t.he rbk aversion paranl~tf~l' or ah expollfutial
(fonstallt a.bsolute risk aversion) utility. As a mixt.u~ öf ('xpnnential utility
fuu(:tions. it has several desirable properlies such as proper risk aversion and
decreasing absolute risk aversion. The represent,ation is mat.hemat-ically·simple
and yet is estimat-ble usillg finitei)" assf>ssed lltility point.s. Thp. €,::,tinlatioJ} is
dOlle ~. tra.nsformation to t.he dassical moment problem of s"t·at.isti~s. Uompar
i~on among utility functions in .4x; is done by firsT. order stochastic dOllunance
of the decision ma.kefS· (:orresponding mixing lueasures.

B.GHAN

Geoluetric-combinatorial proof or an upcrossing lelluna

Let H!j : i = 1. 2.... be iid. as ~xp(1). The (' laim numbf'l" .Y (I.) is t hell Poissun

prt)c.e~s(l). \Vrite Tk =. L7=1 lri for the arrival time of tobe /..tJ. claim )(k with
Xi : i = 1. 2.... üd~ E(.JYk). ~ 1. .

LE~fl\lA:

P {first, gain of ga.t t.lgain of gat. ,.}

=P{T1 < g, ... ~TN{t )-1 < 9 + ..Yl + ... + }(Nit~-ll}{l + ... + .Y!V(t) + g == I}

=g/I

Proof:{TI < ... < T'V(t)} is ordt'red uniform dist.ribut.ed on [O~ i). Place [O.I.J
on a circle of radius 1/(21I"). Indne.tioll Oll .;V(I.).

A. st,ep· towards auto-reasoning

In this presentation. \ve brit'ßy discus~ expert systems and Prolog.•-\ Prolog
under'\\~riting is then presented. Its decision making is rulc-based. \Ye "'ill
compare its decisions ~'ith those obtained from undenvrhers and a fuzzy set
approach.

F.DELBAEN.J.HAEZENDONCK

Risk theory in an ecollomic environment

In classical risk theory the process St is defined as L~~l "\.k \vhert' ~Yt i~ a
Poisson proct''3S ,,·it.h intensity ,\ > 0 and ..\k ar~ iid. Th~ surplus process
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of an insurance company is then (1 + if)>.pt - St + k where p = E[..Yk) and
fJ is a safety loading, k is the initial capital. In an ec.onomic environment a
function /{u} on m+ is introduced. The function f(u) is the discount factor
for one unit of money payable at time u,. adjusted by inflation. The surplus
process is then defined as Zt = k + iJ>'p J~ I(u)du + J[O,t) f(u)d(>.pu - Stil. H

1000
1(11, )du <' 00 we prove limit theorems on Zt and calculate the probability

of ruin, i.e. P{ 3 I. : Z, < O}. It turns out contrary to the classical case that
even when () < 0 (underrating!!) the probability of non ruin ean become elose

. to 1 (depending on k and the net interest rate). The attainment of dividend
barriers beiore ruin is investigated and numerical results are given.

F. DUFRESNE

Evaluation of the probability of ultimate ruin by simulation

The probability of ultimate ruin cannot be obtained by simulation in the
"usual" way. But, nevertheless, it ean be obtained by simulation if we keep in
mind the two following facts:

Firstly:

The probability of ultimate ruin is equivalent to the distribution function of a
certain (associated) process

Secondly:

The stationary distribution of this proc,ess ean be obtained by pathwise simu
lation.

H.U. GERBER

-Mathematical fun with min theory

Some classical results of ruii. theory are derived by probabilistic methods that
are of an independent interest. Example: Let ...Y'l' X 2 , ••• be positive i.i.d. •
random variables with common mean p. Let Sk = XI + ... + ..Yk,x :;:. 0 and
o< a < 1/p. We consider the following two series:

(1)

(2)

00 k(S )"-1~ a k + x -a(SI:+,z)
L..." k! e
k=O

00 k S )k
""' a ( k + -.r. -a(SI:+:r)
~ k! e
k~O
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Their expectations are surprisingly simple:

1
E[(I)] = l/x~ E((2)] = --

. 1 - ap

Reference: Insurance:1vlathematics and Economies 1988.

M. GOO\TAERTS~F. DE V\'LDER

e Recursive calculation oE finite time ruin probabilities

Ruin probabilities in the classical continuous-time model are approximated
by corresponding discrete-time ruin probabilities. The latter are calculated·
recursiveIy. The Panjer recursions are used in order to calculate the distribution
func:tions of the total amounts of claims in fixed t.ime intervals .

B. HEIJNEN

Bounds on altered risks under incomplete information

The original risk is altered using three different kinds of deductibles ( straight.
franchise, disappearing deductible). Some upper bounds ( the best) a.re derived
on the expected value of those three altered risks.

W.R. H·EILMANN, K.J. SCHRÖTER

Robust premium principles

The present lecture is dedicated to t,,·o topics of premium calculation in risk
theory: the generation of premium calculatioD principles by the loss function
approach~ and the investigation of robustness of premium calrulation princi
pIes. The loss function approach is based on the requirement that the premium
minimizes the expected loss where the state of nature is given by the claim size
and the premium stands for the action to be taken by the decision maker. By
specifying the loss function, several premium calculation principles are gener
ated. For certain classes of loss functions the r~sulting premium formulas are
represented explicitely, and properties of the corresponding premium calr.ula
tion principles like translation invariance and additivity are shown to hold. In
the second part of the lecture "re first introduce the notion of robusine~s of a
premium calculation principle. Then it is sho,,~n that the common principlf.'s
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are not rob.ust. Finally the questioll is discussed ,,,het.her spe-cialloss functions
generate robust premium principles.

u. HERI(ENRATH

On the estimation of the adjustment coeflicient by means of stocbastic
approximation

We consider the problem of estimating the adjustment coefficient R within
Lundberg's classical model of collective risk theory. R depends on the unkno""n •
"parameters" A(=expected number of c.l~ms per time unit), G l"=distribution
function of individual claim size) and the known relative security loading A.
Since R may be regarded as the root of a regression function, we take the
problem of estimating R as a stochastic approximation problem and propose
a modified Robbins-~1onro-procedurefor Hs solution. This procedure provides
a recursive sequence of estimators. Different variants of the procedure are
in.dicated. For the c.ase of exponentially distributed claims the different variants
are compared with respect to their numerical properties. 11. turns out that the
stochastic approximation procedures behave better than a procedure which is
based on the empirical distribution function of individual claims.

o. HESSELAGER

A credibility model for estimation of thenumber of IBNR claims

I t is standard to assume that claims are being reported according to a fixed
delay distribution that is independent of the accident year. In the present
model, we allow the delay distribution to vary independently bet\\~een accident
'Y'ear~ according tp a comm9n probability la,,'..A special case with Dirichlet
distributed delay distributions is investigate·d.

c. HIPP

Concentration functions and aggregate claims distributions

The theoretical concept of a c.oncentration function of a measure is sbown
to be useful in the aggregate claims problem in the indh·idual as \\~ell as in
the collective model of risk theory. In the individual model, error bounds for
the compound Poisson approximation contain the r.onr.entration funct.ion of
a compound Poisson distribution. In the c.ollective modet an approximation

•
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11lp.t-hod is proposed ,,·hich is based on an idea (Jf Ro~~( 1937): An approximation
of P {S < ,}, f tix~d~ is P {S < ,.} ~ \. ha,·ing Erla ng di~tributinJl u:ith meall
fand variaJlce (1 In. A.1so for t.his appfoximat,ioll. ("fror bOUllds contain the
conrentration funetioll of some measure. Applications arp: ('omputation of
infinite time ruin probabilities and other compound distributions. .

\v. HtjRLI~I.~NN

..\ggregate claims distribution:; and cl"edibility

In the discrete case we cOllsider a ne'\\~ family of aggregate claims distribuiion~.

The corresponding risk proc.ess .is ralled the linear mult.iplicative model. It has
some remarkable properties. The aggregate claims density has an explicit ana
lytical finite representation, which is rer.ursively (omputable for arbitrary basic
probabilities. In the parti(:ular compound Poisson case~ this model foineides
,,-ith the classical ('oller.tiye model of risk theory. 1t is ShO"'Il t.hat t.h{l r.redibil
ity premium for the negative binomial Compound model is expressed in terms
of the corresponding linear mnltiplicatiyf' model. This provides motivation
for studying the interdependence bet,,'een these t"'·o models. Furthermore we
derive explicit. formnlae for the classiral eredibility premium and th~ rreJible
distribution. Finally in the Compound Poisson case~ we study a simple example
and (ompare the numerir.al results using different. empirical Bayes estimations.

Predic.ting IBN\"R. events and delays

An IBN'i'R event is one \\,hich occurs randolll1y dUling some fixed ezpOBure

;ntertJaI and inrurs a random delay before it. is reported. Both thc rat.e at ,,·hieh
such events ocrur and tohe parameters of die delay distribution are unkno",'u
random quantities. <Jiyen the nnmber of ("vcnts tha.t. hayp. been reported dllring
some obserf1at;ofi ifderval. plus various ~e1~olldary Jata on the date:; of the
ev("nt.s~ thc problem is tu rstimate the true value of thc unkno\\~n parameters
and to predict the nUDlber of unreported efJents. A full-distributional Bayesian
model i~ tlsed. (~ood results are obtained only if: (i) both orcurenr.e and
reporting dates are observed~ or (ö) reporting dates only are obsen-ed. \:rork
in progress for (a) disr.rete obsenration illten~s and fb) multiple exposure
intervals ( the IBNR triangle) are also desr.ribed. In all ca.ses it is possible
to find recursive 'algorithm~ t-o find the (joint) predir.tiYp. distribution for all
unreported event.s.
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E. KREMER

An upper bound for the net premium of the general reinsurance treaty based
on ordered claims

In the _past years the lecturer investigated with a general class of reinsurance
covers, including the well-known largest claims reinsurance treaty. General
finite and asymptotic premium formulas ,,'ere developed in a general setting.
RecentJy the lecturer noticed that simple premium bounds can be deduced
for the gener~ cover, which are presented now. They reduce to very handy
expressions in special examples. In an asymptotic conten limiting formulas
are prQVed for the premium rate of the general reinsurance treaty based on
ordered claims. In an numerical example the premium bounds are compared
with the exact values and with a former asymptotic bound derived by the
author in 1983.

s. KUON

A recursive approach to the aggregate claims process

Denote by XT. the aggregate claims of a portfolio at time Tn • The ine.rease of
the claim prOtess is defined by the reeursion

The random times Tn of the octurence of the single claims are induced by an
(e.g. time-inhomogeneous) Poisson process v[O, t), Le. Tn = inf {t > Olv[O, t) ~
n }, nEIN. The n-th single claim is attached to its maximal amount bya random
variable MT,.. Henee Yn E (0, 1) is a reasonable model. Under appropriate
assumptions to MT. resp. lTn , which take under consideration the change in
time of the underlying portfolio, the claim process X, is analysed, ",Y, defined
by X, =XT,.,t E [Tn,Tn+1 ).

J. LEHN

A gamma-minimax result in credibility theory

The statistical decision problem of experie~ce ratemaking has heen described
(cf. Bühlmann, H.: 1vfinimax-Credibility, in: Kahn, P.M. (ed.), Credibility:
Theory and Applications, Proceedings of the Berkeley Actuarial Researc h COIl

ference on Credibility, Academic Press, New York, 1975) as a two person game

•
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of th~ aetuary (player 2) against (maJevolent) nature (player 1). \Vithin this
framework experience ratemaking proeedures arp. st.rategie.s of player 2 and
some types of credibility formulae c.an be regarded as Bayesian strategies ur
in terms of statistical decision theory as (linear) Bayes estimators. Sinee the
applieation of the Bayes principle of game 'theory to experience raiemaking has
some disadvantages- usually the actuarr· has not enough information for iden
tifying one single appropriate prior- it is quite natural to select an experience
ratemaking procedure which is optimal ac.cording to the minimax principle or
according to the so-called gamma-minimax prineiple which is more adaptable
than the minimax principle sinee it allows to take into aceount vague prior
information. In this lecture credibility formulae are derived which are gamma
minimax for special types of prio~ information similar to those' in Bühlmann's
paper.

A. MARTIN-LÖF

A stochastic the~ry of life insurance

Traditional theories of life insurance used for the ealeulation of premiums a.J;ld
reserves is non random and based on the rigid assumptions that the number of
persons decreases determinisatieally, and the rate of interest is fixed and knowll
for all times. To obtain an extra buffer to cover effects of ßuctuations perhaps
an extra constant seeurity loading is added to the premium, and when excess
interest comes in it has to be distributed in the form of increased benefits.
This is done a.ccording to some rule not included in the model used for the
premium calcolation, so the theory is incomplete, and not taking ßuctuations
into account, can not be used to analyse the need for extra buffer capital to
cover the fluctuations.

In the talk a more complete theorY whieh takes into ace ount these facts is
outlined. It includes a rule for how the benefits are to be changed as the excess
interest is f10wing in, and a linear feed back which stabÜizes the ftuctuations,
"rhich is such that benefits are increased by an extra amount proportional to the
surplus. The developement of the collective is described by a random model,
whieh is conveniently expressed in terms oE a basic martingal process.

Reference: Stand. Act. Journal 1986, p. 65-81.
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G. !\.{E\"ERS

The distribution of surplus yi~ finite ruin theory

Insurance is viewed as the stochastic process of collf:\cting premiums and paying
claims. If an insurance rompany's surplus rearhes a sufficiendy high level,
dividends are distributed to the OWllers. If the surplus drops belo",~ a required
minimum level, the owners are required to (~ontribute additional funds. This
paper uses Fourier inversion to calculate the distribution of surplus in future •
years. Quantities of interest such as average surplus~ average dividends and
average contributes to surplus is also calculated.

R. ~fICHEL

On ruin probabilit)' for the compound Poisson process

Given a compound Poisson process with parameters ~, c > 0 and claim size
distribution Q it is shown that the following three assertions are equivalent for
the probability of ruin '~(x) :

(1) tiJ(x) = l\f(x, (0) + Jo% ~(x - y)M(dy)

(M with Lebesgue-density y ~ ~Q(y, ~)I(o!.~·» (y»

(2) '~(x) = (I - p) L:~=I p" D*"(x, ~),p = >'1l(Q)/c, D = ~Af.

(3) H =Dand ~'(O) =~
where H is the ladder haight distribution of the partial sum process So
O~ Sn = E~=I (Xi - eH';), .Y; ......,' Q, H"i .-" exp("\).

F. MORICONI

Valuation equations for interest rate sensitive fillancial claims

Valuation equations for interest rate sensitive financial claims are derived by
using hedging arguments in diffusion models. An integral representation for
,·the solutions is obtained by using martingale properties and the results are
compared with the analogous ones in t.he theory of stock option pricing. It
is sllown 110\\' the integral representatioll can be used to derh'~e an equilibrium

•
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term structure of interest rates and to price cOlltingent claims. as put and call
bond options and variable rate loan c.ontraris. !\.foreover a theory of stochast,ic
immunization is sketcbed. Th~ possibility of extending tbe results to alternative
stochastic processes is also discussed.

H. !v!ÜLLER

Economic premium principles in insura.nee and the capital asset pricing

An insurance company is considered as an int.ermediary bet\\Teen policyholders
aod the capital market. Ey appl)ing t.he traditional and the generalized version
of the Capital Asset Pricing ~'Iodel a class of premium principles ean be derived.
This elass is fully camparible with Bühlmann'8 Economic Premium Principle.
Moreover, insurance premiums ean be directly related to risk premiums on the
stock exchangf'.

Risk invariant linear estimation

It is shown ho\y olle may construct risk invariant linear estimates in credibility
models! ,,,hen the stuctural parameters are constrained by linear eql1ations.
Risk invariant linear estimators are shOl\rn to be robust and easy io calculate
in some standard models.

R.NORBERG

,A procedure für choice of regressors

Usually a mathematical model can only give an approximately true picture
of the reality it is supposed to describe. Therefore, it does not make good
sense to test a hypothesis thai. c.1aims a submodel to be exactly irue: it will
be rejected if there is enough data. \Vhat is needed, is a criterion for seler..t
ing subhypotheses that are acceptable in the sense that they are adequate for
practical purposes. This Yiew is adopted in a t.reatment of the old problp.m_
of seleciing input variables or regressors in regression models. Instead of test
ing whether certain regression coefficients are zero (they are certainly not),
one should delete those regressors that contribute lhtle to explaining the value
of the output variable or regressand. Taking the ~{SEP (tvIean Squared Er
ror of Prediction) as performance criierion~ a proc.edure for selecting adequate
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regressions is eonstructed. The procedure has a controlled probability of erro
neous ac~eptance of non-adequate regressions. Applications to insurance are
indicated.

B. PANJER

Risk theoretic modelling of the AIDS risk

The AIDS risk analysis is considered in three parts:

1. The number of AIDS eases, deaths or HIV+ infections •

2. The sunival analysis of HIV+ persans .

3. Amounts of insuranc.e on such persons.

Data from a longitudinal medieal study was analysed to suggest a generalized
Erlang ineubation period distribution with mean 6.2 years. This is based on
a stage-by-stage analysis of the progression of the disease. A queueing model
with infinite channels is suggested for modelling the process of infeeteds and
the process of AIDS eases (or deaths). Allthough somewhat theoretically un
satisfying, a non homogeneous Poisson process is suggested for the infection
proeess. This yields a eorresponding non homogeneous proeess of AIDS c~ses

(or deaths). A risk reserve based on the eompound Poisson distribution ean be
established and adjusted periodically as more data become available.

J. PARlS, R.M. KESTEMONT

On eompound Poisson laws

The paper deseribes a large family of probability laws which eontains many
of those recentJy used in actuarial sciences and biology. This family describes
also, in a natural manner, the Sundt-Jewell family. From this, it is possible to

. obtain a rational tarification of risks.

P. PICARD

Similarities and differencies between population and risk theories

The models of populations with eatastrophes which have been developed during
the ten past years have many similarities with the classical risk models. The
latter way (more or less) be interpreted as semi-stochastic or mixed models of
the p.opulation theory. These mixed models are generaJly buHt as approximates
to fully stochastic models, hut the approximation may also work in the other

•
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direction. After studying the probability of extinction of a pupulation ,,,ith
catastrophes, the probability of ruin of an insuranr.e company is deduced from
the foregoing result by a suitable change of scale.

N. DEPRIL

Improved approximations for ihe aggregate claims distribution of a. life
insurance portfolio

In an earlier paper the author derived a rec.ursion formula which permits the
exact computation of the aggregate claims distribution in the individual life
model. This exact procedure requires of course more computing time than
approximative methods such as Komya's algorithm, which seemed to be the
best .eompromise between accuracy and computational effort. In the present·
paper it is shown that, to save time, the exact formula ean be used in an
approximative way and that the eorresponding error bound is smaller than the
one of the Kornya-type approximation. Some generalizations to the individual
model with arbitrary positive claims are also given.

A. REICH, S. KUON

Analysis of approximation procedures for the individual model

In theory and practice the collective model of risk theory is often used as an ap..
proximation for the aggregate claims distribution of the indhidual model. For
large portfolios (Life and Non..Lifel we give equivalent conditions (see (ii) etc
of the Theorem below) for good approximations. Moreover we give practical
conditions in mathematical terms, why a good approximation is needed in prac
tice (see (iv) oE the Theorem below). For the (most freqiIently used) compound
Poisson approximation we answer the question, whether this approximation is
asymptotically a good one. More precisely: Denote by s~nd the aggregate
claim distribution of an individual model of n policies, S~oll the corresponding
distribution of any collective model, ~nd resp. p~olt the portfolio..premium
determined by the pereentile prineiple with parameter 0, then the follov.-·ing is
trne

Theorem The following conditions are equivalent

(i) ß n := supJ; Iprob(s~nd ~ x) - prob(S~otf :5 x)1 ----+ 0
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(iii) ~n = O( 1/viv'arS:.nd )

( t7 ) p,~oll - Pj1nd = O( 1) for fix~d 00

•
Remark

For the standard compound Poisson approximation one has: d n f---+ 0 under
conditions always fulfilled in practice. .

E.S.W. SHIU

Evaluation of ruin probabilities

We present a new formula to evaluate the probability of eventual ruin in a col
lective risk model. It is assumed that the r.laim-number process is Poisson and
the individual claim amounts take on integer values only. Let the probability
generating function of the indhidual-claim-amount. random v~able X be

E(zX) =L CjZi.

j=O

Let PI denote the mean of ....t"'Pl = Lj~o jej, ~nd let 1J denote ihe relative •
security loading. Then, the ruin probability for an initial risk reserve 'u is

[u] k *j
·(1 ~"ck k - ·u· u - k

,,~( tI) = 1 - 1+ d L.., {L.., 1 ((1+ tJ) )J } exp( (1 + 8") ),
;:=0 ;=0 1 .PI PI

where [u] is the greatest integer less .than or equal to ·u. It is yery easy to
program this formula on a. c.omputer.
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E.S.\V. SHIU

.:\ theory oe immunization

." .
In Redington ~s theory of immunization~ there is uo distinction bet\veen short
t.erm and long term interest rates, i.e .. all yield curves are assumed to be
Hat. The interest rate shocks are assumed 1.0 be small. Applying results of
J. !(aramata (1932) and D. Black,,"ell (1951) on inequalit.iesinvol-\ing convex
functions, we generalize Redington!s theory to the case where the interest. rate
is a function of time and t.he shock is of arbitrary magnitude.

B. SUNDT

Experienc.e rating for fleets uf (.ars

"'"e discuss a proposed system for experience rating in vehicle damage insur
anee for flf.\ets of cars. The system has a relativei)" high deductible, hut as an
additional benent "re ofter a sto~loss coyer on this deductible. The stop-Ioss
limit is proportional to the risk ,·olume or the policy. Numerical studies indi
rate that the stop-Ioss premium is approximately equal to a Hat amount plus a
peorcentage of the risk yolume. "Ve have found an asymptotic expression for this
percentage. However! how to nnd an expression for the Hat amount! remains
an open question.

H. 'VATERS

Some statistical/ mathematical/ actuanal aspects or the iIUplelllentatioll of a
disability model für health insuran(.e in the U.K.

A committee of actuaries in the U .K. is in the prOfess of ·investigating the
problems of implementing a ne"'· model for health insnrance. The model is a.
classical 3-state Markov process \vith" transition intensities which are age and~

in some cases~ duration of sickness, dependent. The problems of implementa
tion concern parameter estimation, the numerical calculation of probabilities
from tohe transition int,ensities and t.he practica) problem of the form of "stan- 
dard table" to be used by insurance c.ompanies. The talk gave a brief summary
of t.hese problems, together with some empirical results~ and ended lvith pre
senting numerical.algorithms for calculating the monlents of the present value
of t.he profit on an individual policy.
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T. WITTING

The linear Markov property in credibility theorr

The concept of sufliciency and the Markov property are projected into a credi
bility conten where only second moments are available. Some cha~acterizations
are given for the class of covariance structures which induces l\rlarkov type cred
ibility formulas. The "linear Markov property" is also discussed in same special
models of risk theory.

Berichterstatter: C. Hipp
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